The primary structure of D1 near the QB pocket influences oxygen evolution.
Photosystem II (PS II) is the site of oxygen evolution. Activation of dark adapted samples by a train of saturating flashes produces oxygen with a yield per flash which oscillates with a periodicity of four. Damping of the oxygen oscillations is accounted for by misses and double hits. The mechanisms hidden behind these parameters are not yet fully understood. The components which participate in charge transfer and storage in PS II are believed to be anchored to the heterodimer formed by the D1 and D2 proteins. The secondary plastoquinone acceptor QB binds on D1 in a loop connecting the fourth and fifth helices (the QB pocket). Several D1 mutants, mutated in the QB binding region, have been studied over the past ten years.In the present report, our results on nine D1 mutants of Synechocystis PCC 6714 and 6803 are analyzed. When oxygen evolution is modified, it can be due to a change in the electron transfer kinetics at the level of the acceptor side of PS II and also in some specific mutants to a long ranging effect on the donor side of PS II. The different properties of the mutants enable us to propose a classification in three categories. Our results can fit in a model in which misses are substantially determined by the fraction of centers which have QA (-) before each flash due to the reversibility of the electron transfer reactions. This idea is not new but was more thoroughly studied in a recent paper by Shinkarev and Wraight (1993). However, we will show in the discussion that some doubts remain as to the true origin of misses and double hits.